MIT’s canoe team places second leg of the 1975 Intercollegiate Canoe Races, this year held in Maryland and defeating USC and UCLA.

The wrestling team continues to pile up victories despite serious injury problems, as the grapplers overwhelm Tufts and Boston State. MIT’s "not-so-gentle-giant," 6'6", 370-pound Irlande Velosa, had another brief afternoon, recording one of his two pins in just six seconds.

President Ford proposes new legislation that would make it a crime for government employees to reveal intelligence sources for methods and would allow the government to open the mail of persons suspected of being spies, saboteurs, or terrorists. He also places controls on intelligence agencies which will prevent the CIA from foray-dealing within the country, and will prevent the collection of information on the domestic activities of U.S. citizens, corporations, or other groups.

Russel Trum, administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, bans the further manufacture of most pesticides containing mercury. Exempted are those used to control Dutch elm disease or brown lawn stool. Included are those used on golf courses and in paints.

The National Education Trust Fund is run by students, is not identified in their newscast as a "spy" for the government of Taiwan last week. MITV obliterated the name of the student, who was accused of taking pictures at a teach-in on the Taiwan guidance-system contract to send to the government of Taiwan, after it was advised by (Chinese) student's name. MITV might be liable for slander or libel charges if the student's name was broadcast.

The Chinese student was identified in a letter published yesterday in Thursday as a Taiwanese naval officer and member of the Kuomintang, the ruling party of Taiwan. The letter, signed by Paul Moore '77 of the Social Action Coordinating Committee, OAP Leo Allen '76, and Chin Luki, editor of the Chinese student of the Forum on MIT at MIT, and asked President Royce B. Wexner to set up a committee to investigate the incident and "infringements on the rights of foreign students while they are at MIT.

Nancy Lintz '78, general manager of the student-run news service, decided to "bleep" the name - put as audio signal.

The governor, whose passing reference to Richard Nixon's successor in office as what's-his-name, drew general laughter, was applauded when he asked, "The White House is not the place for on-the-job training for the Chief Executive.

Shapp answered succinctly a question asking his opinion of the export of technology exemplified by the Iranian Nuclear Engineering and Foreign Internship Guidance programs in progress at the Institute. I'm scared of it," he said, adding that "I (Please turn to page 3)"
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An "engineer's approach" is needed to streamline the government process. The Pennsylvania Governor Milton Shapp said in a talk last Tuesday that technology has changed the role of government, referred to his creation of Jerrold Electronics, the multimillion-dollar leader of the cable television equipment industry, he continued, "I compare my experience as an engineer to that of any of my opponents on the Hill - a put as audio signal.
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